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Guidelines approved
for addition to T J
The University of Missouri
Board of Curators on
July 25 approved design
guideliries and perfonnance
specifications for a proposed
addition to the Thomas
Jefferson Resident Hall (TJ )
on the Rolla campus.
The board also authorized
UMR to submit an ai>"
plication for a College
Housing Loan to the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)
to finance the construction of
the proposed addition. The
HUD loan application would
not exceed $5 million and
would be at 3 percent interest. The period of the loan
would be up to 40 years.
The
guidelines
and
specifications, which define
the scope of the project and
Preliminary surveying for a proposed addition to Thomas Jefferson Hall has establish a desired quality of
begun. The addition as planned will house 360 students.
( Photo by Schaeffer) constn'l'tinn. were prepared
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IBM Fellow visits UMR
SOURCE: OPI
Dr. Harlan D. Mills, IBM
Fellow in the Federal
Systems Division of the IBM
Corporation and adjunct
professor
of
computer
science at the University of
Maryland, will be a visiting
of
computer
professor
science at the University of
Missouri-Rolla Sept. IH1.
He will speak at UMR's
Graduate
Engineering
Center in St. Louis at 6: 45
p.m. Monday, Sept. 8. His
subject will be "Exceptional
Performance in Software
Engineering. "
During his four-day visit to
the Rolla campus, Mills will
deliver four lectures and will
confer with UMR faculty,
administrators and students.
He will also be guest speaker
at the Rolla Rotary Club
Friday, Sept. 12.
Times and topics for his
lectures are:
Tuesday, Sept. 9
"Exceptional Perfonnance
in Software Engineering,"
3:30-4:30 p.m. (Refreshments at 3:30).
Wednesday, Sept. 10 "The Information Content of
Patterns," 3:30-4:30p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 11 "Function Semantics for
Sequential and Concurrent
Programs," 3:30-4:45 p.m.
(Refreshments· at 3:30). "How fu Write Correct
Programs and Know It,"

7:36-9 p.m., joint meeting of
the Association for Computing Machinery and Ui>"
silon Pi Epsilon, computer
science
honorary
organization.
All lectures will be in
Room 209 MathematicsComputer Science Building.
Mills will visit with
faculty, staff and graduate
students each morning in
Room 308W MathematicsComputer ~cience .
The visiting professor has
been employed with IBM
Corporation since 1964. He
received an Outstanding
Contribution Award in 1973
for
new
programming
methodologies,
including
tOi>"down program deSign,
techniques used for structured programming, and the
chief programmer team
concept. He was named an
1MB Fellow at that time. He
later served on the Corporate Technical Committee
in 1973-74 and as director of
Software Engineering and
Technology from 1977 to
1980.
Before 1964, he was on the
technical staffs at General
Electric and Radio Corporation of America, was
president of Mathematics,
and a consultant to various
government and industrial
organizations.
Mills was general chairman of the First National

Conference on Software
Engineering in 1975, served
on the program committee
for
the
International
Federation for Information
(lFIP) Processing Congress
in 1977, and has been editor
of the IEEE Transactions on
Software Engineering since
1975. He was the keynote
speaker at the 2nd International Conference on
Software Engineering in 1976
and an invited speaker at the
IFIP Congress in 1980.
Mills recieved his Ph.D. in

mathematics in 1952 from
Iowa State University. He
was named an honorary
fellow
by
Wesleyan
University in 1962 and a
fellow of the Association of
Computer
Programmers
and Analysts in 1975. He has
served on faculties of Iowa
State, Princeton, New York,
and
Johns
Hopkins
Universities, and has been
adjunct professor of computer science at the
University of Maryland
since 1975.

by Peckham, Guyton, Albers
& Viets, Architects, of
Kansas City.
According to Joseph D.
Wollard, executive director
of administrative services at
UMR, the board's approval
of the guidelines and
specifications will enable
UMR to advertise for
proposals to design/build the
proposed addition.
"This will be the first time
that we have used the
design/build procedure in
constructing a building,"
Wollard said. "The advantage in doing it this way
is that it saves money and
gets done faster.
"Thts is because in
projects
done
on
a
design/build basis, the
design and construction
operations are coordinated;
they're tied together and so

can
be
carried
out
simultaneously," b~ added.
" For example, you can
design the lower portions of
a structure and while you're constructing it, you begin
your design work for the
upper portions. Construction
of that phase of the project
then ts done after the initial
part ts completed."
"We're very pleased with
the board's decision," said
Jess Zink, director of
Auxiliary Services at UMR.
" With increased enrollments
and more students finding
University
bousing
an
economically
attractive
proposition,
we
have
developed a grave need for
more residence ball space."
The proposed TJ addition
will
accommodate
360
students
raising
the
buildings capacity to 889.

ASEMholds first
national conference
SOURCE:OPI
The first natlonal conference of the new American
Society for Engineering
Management (ASEM) will
feature addresses by Dr.
Paul Chenea and Dr. James
C. Fletcber. The meeting is
scheduled for Monday and
Tuesday, Oct. 5-7, 1980, at
the Sheraton West Port Inn
in St. Louis.
Dr. Chenea, wbo ts vice
president and director of
Research Laboratories for
General Motors, will deliver
the conference's keynote
speech on Monday morning,
while Dr. Fletcher, the
William
K.
Whiteford
Professor of Technology and
Energy Resources at the
University of Pittsburgh and
a
fonner
National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration
administrator (1971-76), will

address the conference
banquet on Monday evening.
In addition, three senior
engineering management
executives will attempt to
predict
"Engineering
Management Cballenges in
the 1980s," and technical
sessions
will
cover
engineering management
tools, buman considerations,
key problem areas and
university contributions to
help meet the challenges in
these areas.

...

In its first six months of
existence, ASEM, which was
conceived as a forum for
sharing the problems of
managing technology, has
grown to almost 700 members.
Further infonnation on
either the conference or the
society is available from
ASEM, 301 Harris Hall,
University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401.

UM KC st-..dent challenges
UM health insurance policy
By KEN HARDY
A student at the University
of Missouri-Kansas City is
challenging the student
health insurance policy
offered at the four U.M.
campuses on the grounds
that it violates federal sex
discrimination law.
Steve Slater, a graduate
student in psychology, has
complained to the U.S.
Department of Education
that, by charging extra to
women
for
pregnancy
coverage, the policy violates
the "Title IX" law banning
discrimination
against

women at colleges and
universities which accept
federal aid.
Slater was quoted in the
Kansas City Times saying,
" I knew there was a section
of Title IX that said
pregnancy has to be treated
like any other short-tenn
disability. This is just wrong.
There's a lot of people getting ripped off, that's what it
amounts to."
A section of Title IX reads :
"A recipient shall treat
pregnancy, childbirth ... and
recovery therefrom in the

same manner and under the
same policies as any othr
temporary disability with
respect. to any medical or
hospital benefit, service,
plan or policy which such
recipient
administers,
operates, offers, or partiCipates in with respect to
students admitted to the
recipient's
educational
program or activity."

Columbia, Saint Louis, and
Kansas City, lists maternity
coverage as a $125 option on
a $50 policy. Slater believes
that the $50 should cover
pregnancy, too.

A spokesman for the
Department of Education
said that if the policy covers
short-tenn disabilities but
The University of Missouri charges extra for pregnancy
policy,
which
is
un· coverage, it probably is
derwritten by Gauranty illegal, and the policy will
Trust Life Insurance Co., have to be changed if the
Chicago, and covers almost University wants to continue
5,000 stUdents at Rolla. offering it to stUdents.
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Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of
Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Event
lendar
Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will list it
in the Activities Section of the paper. No articles
submitted will be printed unless written in complete
sentences with proper grammar. No schedule or
flyers will be rewritten and published by the staff for
the Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campus-wide
event for the benefit of charity, get us details before
Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free
of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any notices or
ads for this page before publication.

THURSDAY
UPSILON PI EPSILON
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, the Computer Science honorary, will have an
important meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. In ~ M..cs. All actives are
asked to please attend as final plans will be made for UPE Computer
Science Career Day, September 25th.

ACM-UPE
There will be a joint meeting of the Association of Computing
Machinery and Upsilon PI Epsilon on Thursday, September 11 at 7:30
p.m. In Room 209 M..cs. At this meeting, Harlan MIlls, from IBM, will
speak on "How to Write a Correct Program and Know It!" Refresh- ,
ments will be served afterwards and everyone is Invited to attend.
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
The Sport Parachute Club will hold Its first meeting of the fall
semester on Thursday, Sept. 4 at 7:30 p.m. In G-5 H-8S. One film on
skydiving will be shown. Information about Instruction will be
available. Everyone Is invited to come and find out what parachuting
Is all ahout. Don't forget-the meeting Is tonight.
ETAKAPPANU
The first regular business meeting of ETA' KAPPA NU will be held
In EE 105at6:30p.m. All members are urged to attend
GDi
G.D.1. 1st General Membership meeting at 7 p.m. C.E. 114. Free
door prizes will be given out, and there will be a party after. If you're
not a member already, come On out and join 1
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
Any student with a 3.0 GPA, either last semester or cumulative, Is
invited to the I.K. Smoker tonight. If you are Interested In joining our
honorary service organization, come to Kappa Alpha at 7: 30 or call
Ken Arendt at 364-8115. Refreshments.
VARSITY GOLF
For anyone Interested In playing varsity golf next spring there will
be a meeting In the classroom of the Multi-Purpose building Thursday, Sept. 11 at 7:30 p.m. Everyone should bring a copy of their class
schedule to the meeting. Anyone who is Interested In trying out but
can not attend should contact Dave Mueller at 364-9980 or Bud Mercier
at 341-4175. All returning letterman are also asked to attend.

FRIDAY
LAMDA em ALPHA
The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Is sponsoring it's second annual
Night at the Fights boxing match for charity, to be held on Friday,
October 3 at 8 p.m. All Interested hoxers are invited to attend
workouts at the UMR Multi-Purpose buIlding, Tuesday and Thursday
evenings at 7 p.m. All equlpment Is provided. For more information
you may call the Fraternity house at 364-9901 and ask for Keony
Strope.

SUBScripts

Do you need a break from
studying this Sunday afternoon? Then stop by the
hockey puck in front of the
Mechanical
Engineering
building and enjoy some
watermelon provided by the
INDEPENDENT'S WEEKEND
Student Union Board. The
There really Is an Independents' Weekend and It's going to happen
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Oct. 2, 3 and 4. Watch for more in- - watermelon will be served
from 2:00 till 4:00. There will
formation.
also be members of the
Student Union Board present
INTERNATIONALSTUDENTCLUB .
to answer any questions
International Student Club will meet Friday, September 5 at 7:00
about the organization and
p .m ., Room G-5 Humanities and Social Sciences Building. Plans for
the programs it presents.
activities and " What to Do In Rolla. "
Applications
for
membership on any of the six
SATURDAY
VETERANS
There will be an organizational meeting for VETERANS Interested
In starting an organization on campus on September 8, 1980 at 4: 00
p.m. In 104 ME.

HELIX
Helix invites anyone Interested In life sciences to a pool party this
Saturday at 2 p.m. Rides will leave the Student Union parking lot at
1: 45 p.m., or call 341-2860 for directions and/or more Information.

MONDAY
JOB INTERVIEW SEMINAR
The Tenth Annual Job Interview Seminar sponsored by the UMR
Placement Center will be held on September 15 and 16, 1980 In Centennial Hall. Both sessions will start at 7: 00 p.m.
JOb interviews for the fall semester will begin on September 24 at
the Placement Center, 9th and Rolla Streets.

WEDNESDAY
A.I.Ch.E. MIXER
All Chemistry and Chemical Engineering majors are invited to the
AIChE Mixer on Wednesday, September 10. Memberships to AIChE
will be sold for $3.50 each. Refreshments will be served.

NODAY
WHO'S WHO
Who's Who applications for 1980 are available In the Office of
Student Activities and at the Candy Counter In the Student Union.

ByJ

committees will also be
available.
On Saturday, . September
13 at 8:00 p.m. in St. Pat's
Ballroom the Fine Arts
Committee of the Student
Union Board will present the
Alpha Omega Players In
Plaza Suite, a play writy!n
by Neil Simon. Plaza Sulte, a
comedy, opened In New
York on February 14, 1968
and ran for two years and
eight months to become
Simon's
second-longest
running non-musical success.

Sta
The

salary
MisSOuri·
graduat

SUB's Campus Showcase
Once again, the Student
Union Board will present Its
annual Campus Showcase.
From 19 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 11 the
various
campus
organizations will gather In
the St. Pat's Ballroom to
inform and interest you.
The UMR .campus has
over
100
clubs
and
organizations. There are
clubs for every type of individual from rock-climbers
to photographers to ham
radio operators. There are
technical societies for every
field of study on campus. For
those who desire religious
participation while at school,
there are several religious
groups from which to
choose. And, of course,
members of the Student
Union Board will be on-hand
to talk about the wide
variety of activities that

SUB sponsors. These activities Include concerts,
dances,
plays, movies,
tournaments, Homecoming,
College Bowl, coffeehouses,
and much, much more.
It only takes a few minutes
to browse from table to table
to find out about and maybe
join the UMR activities
which interest you. The
Student Union Board invites
you to stop by St. Pat's '
Ballroom (by the University
bookstore) between or after
your classes on Thursday the
eleventh and learn what
makes school fun.
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Chancellor's residence receives a facelift
By JOHN JOHNSON

modern day devices and
conveniences.
In the past, most of the
construction sites located on
the University's grounds
have existed for the sole
purpose of tearing down the
old to make way for the new.
Yet this semester, on the
west end of campus, there is
a project underway which
plans to accomplish just the
opposite, the restoration of
the 91 year old Chancellor's
house.
The house, which has
provided residency for past
UMR chancellors and does
so now for our current

Returning once again this
year for the start of another
fall semester are the
students, the faculty, and of
course the construction
workers, who, like the
students and faculty, seem
to have found a natural attraction to the UMR campus.
The students have returned
with their books and
calculators, the faculty with
their tests and gradesheets,
and
the
construction
workers with their hammers
and nails prepared to supply
the campus with all of the

chancellor, and his wife, is a
two-story mansion of Victorian design common to the
era in which it was constructed.
Despite
the
stateliness of its design, its
outer appearance had suffered greatly until this past
summer when the Missouri
State Historical Society
came to its rescue funding
$100,000 for its restoration.
The reconditioning of the
structure officially began
when Wagner ROOfing of
Rolla replaced the worn roof
with wooden shingling.
Hogan Construction Company, also located in Rolla,

then took over installing 13
small windows on the noI1h
side of the house to match
the already existing 11 on the
south side. Their plans also
include the replacing of the
front porch, the resealing of
the basement walls, the
constructing of a sun deck
and the addition of three
French doors which will
provide entry on and off the
deck from the second floor.

Mike Miller, a carpenter
for the Hogan Construction
Company, commented that
he feels the restoration of the
house is a very worthwhile
project. "After all," he said,
"the house is ninety-()ne
years old. " Now it seems as
This was up from a May, though, thanks to the
1979 figure of $1,800 per Missouri State Historical
month.
Society, the Chancellor's
Geological engineers took House,
historically
over second place in pay significant to both the UMR
scale, averaging $1,942 per campus as well as the
month in the May figures. community of Rolla, will
Chemical engineers were continue to exist at UMR third at $1,807.
perhaps for another ninetyAmong science majors, one years.
the highest demand continued to be for computer
SCientists, now averaging
$1,610 per month.
According to a College of
The
University
of
Placement Council survey in Missouri-Rolla will host the
March, engineers received International Conference on
62 percent of all jobs offered. Geotechnical Earthquake
In other areas the survey Engineering
and
Soil
showed
business-related Dynamics fl"9m April 26careers at 28 percent and May2,1981.
humanities
and
social
In response to a call for
sciences at 3 percent.
papers, 135 have been
"Based on requests from received - 71 from the
.companies for interviewing United States and 64 from 17
facilities next year, it looks foreign countries, including
like we will continue to have Japan, India, the United
a strong demand for our Kingdom,
Norway,
graduates," Nuss said.
Yugoslavia, Italy, France,

Starting salaries are up again
The average starting still in solid shape.
salary for Univel1!ity of
"We are down about eight
Missouri-Rolla
May percent from the same time
graduates continues to last year in offers, but this
climb, with monthly wages can be misleading," he said.
up 12 percent over last "Our graduates may not
year's
figures,
reports have so many choices
Career Development and regarding poSitions - but
Placement Director L.R. there will still be plenty of
Nuss.
excellent job offers to choose
"With
the
energy from."
problems that face the
Nuss said although the
affects
UMR
United States, engineers will economy
continue to be in demand for graduates, the engineeringsome time," Nuss said. science fields have con"And since 90 percent of our tinued to flourish and
grads are in engineering and companies are continuing to
science, things look good at pay top dollar for UMR
UMR."
grads.
The present state of the
Locally,
petroleum
economy has cut down the . engineers continued to be the
number of actual job offers highest paid graduates,
received, but Nuss said the receiving a record starting
engineering-science field is salary of $1,964 per month.

UMR campus
construction contines
By MIKE DUNNERMANN
Saving energy and money
is the name of the game I!Ild
here at UMR the air lock
door shall be a regular sight.
Presently final construction
is being done on the MultiPurpose Building and the
M.E.
Auditorium.
The
Library which shall be under
construction for a few more
weeks will not only save
energy, but allow access for
the handicapped.
The large, bulky doors
previously a barrier to the
stores of knowledge are
being replaced by air lock
automatic doors. Funds for
the Library doors as well as
the
elevator
in
the
Humanities and Social
Science building, (installed
last
semester),
were
acquired through a special
handicap
improvement
fund.
On the M.E. air lock the
wrong
bricks
. were
previously installed and over
the summer the correct ones
were put up. There are over
a hundred other projects
going on this semester inclUding a new soccer field
OPposite of the football field
sucli that the locker rooms
can be used by both. There is

•
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The Chancellor's house, which is ninetY-One years old,
is receiving much needed restoration.thro.ugh $10~,OOO
in funding from the Missouri State Historical Society.
( Photo by Schaeffer)

UMR to host conference

also a new athletic field on
fraternity row and a Hazard
Chemical
Storage
and
Disposal Building has been
constructed near the Power
Plant.
Relocation of Student
Services also took place this
summer. The following
offices are now located on
the second floor of the Rolla
Building; Dean of Students,
(Dr. Robertson), Student
Activities, (Louis Moss and
Joe Ward), the Program
Office, (Mrs. Harvey), and
Admissions
Processing,
(Jay Carney) . The Counseling Office is still located ·
on the first floor and our own
"Miner" office will be on the
third.
The moves are part of an
effort to place all student
services under one roof
rather than 'spotted over the
campus. The Rolla Building
is being modernized to
conserve energy as well as to
present a pleasant atmosphere for the students
and personnel of UMR.
Ideas are still being tossed
around including one that
will put a new wing on
Thomas Jefferson Hall. Oh,
the Chancellor's house is Above is the new air lock which is being put on the
. also being worked on. (See front entra nce of the Libra ry. It is estimated that the
Chancellor'S House article).

New Zealand, Belgium,
Canada, Mexico, Venezuela,
the People's Republic of
China and Taiwan.
In addition nine state-()fthe-art reports will be
presented by international
authorities on the subject
from Japan, the United
Kingdom, Norway, Canada,
the U.S. and India. An
exhibition
of
scientific
equipment and technical
publications also has been
planned for the conference.

Professor
Shamsher
Prakash, who is visiting tbe
UMR
civil engineering
department from Roorkee
University in India, is
chairman of the conference.

f.

After the conference, the
delegates will tour the UMR
civil engineering department. On exhibit will be the
Hoot by 3.5-foot slip table
that is being constructed for
liquefaction studies on tbe
soils of the Midwest.

I ' t

new construction will be completed in a few weeks.
( Photo by Schaeffer)
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Student Union Board requests student partcipation
The Student Union Board
is spending your money and
needs your help. Your fees
give us the money to put on
all sorts of events for you,
from dances to concerts to
sport tournaments to canoe
to
plays
.to
trips
Homecoming, you name It.
And you CAN name It if you
join one of our six committees that put on this
variety of events.
SUB exists to provide you,
the student, with the

\

cultural,
social,
and
recreational
activities
needed on a campus and the
committees are the backbone of SUB. Here's a list of
those committees so you can
see which one sounds the
best to you.
Concerts - This committee is in charge of putting
on all the big concerts on
campus,
including
Homecoming and St. Pat's.
On Sept. 'J:7 we're having a

free concert with the band
Missouri and really need
people to help put on the
show.
Social - This group puts
on all the coffeehouses,
discos, dances, and student
talent nights.
Fine Arts - This committee puts on some of the
classier events on campus
including plays, classical
music, jazz, mime, one-man
shows, arts shows, etc.
Indoor Recreation - The

put on the films that are
shown and the games
tournaments that are held
throughout the year.
Outdoor Recreation
These people handle all our
outdoor programming like
canoeing, hiking, sports
tournaments, and the On The
Loose supply room.
Special Events - This
committee puts on or helps
with the big things that
happen like Homecoming,
College Bowl, Casilio Night,

University Day, Parent's
Day, and several others.
As you can see by this list
there's a lot going on at SUB.
So if any of these activities
excite or even interest you
come by the Student Union
Board office right along the
breezeway through the Old
Student Union (or University
Center West as some call it)
or go by Room 204 of the
Rolla Building (that's the
old, red brick building south-

west of the hockey puck.)
We'll also be taking memberships at our Watermelon
Spectacular on Sunday,
Sept. 7, from two to four in
the afternoon at the hockey
puck. Come on by for some
free cold watermelon and
live music by Bart Smith.
Bring a frisbee.
If you've got a little_spare
time or can make a little
spare time, sign up. It's a lot
of fun and after all, it's your
money.
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SCUBA classes
Two courses in open water
SCUBA diving will be offered beginning Sept. 12 by
the University of MissouriRolla.
" Open Water SCUBA
Certification Program" is
open to all persons 12 years
or older who are interested
in learning SCUBA skills.
" Advanced Open Water
SCUBA Certification" is for
those who already have their
certification and wish additional instruction.
The open water course
requires no previous certificates, but students should
be average or better
swimmers. Each meeting
will consist of three hours of
instruction in the UMR pool
during the morning and
three hours in the classroom
in the afternoon. There will
be five supervised check-out
dives in open water at

C

England, .
west in tJJl

AUMR

people'sR
included i
will lead
program.

Jordan's Landing on Lake
Norfork, Arkansas. The
course fee is $75. Cost for the
open water dive (not included in the fee) is $70 and
should be paid during the
class session.
Registration for the first
course will be limited to the
first 24 paid applicants.
Class dates lare Sept. 12, 13,
14, 20 and 21, with the open
water dives Sept. 'J:7-28.
Registration for the advanced course will be
limited to the first 12 paid
applicants. The course will
be held Sept. 13, 14, 20 and 21
with five open water dives
Sept. 27-28. The fee for the
advanced course is also $75.
For more information
regarding
classes
and
required equipment, contact
Bill Kratzer at the UMR
Continuing Education Office, 314-341-4200.
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These two TI calculators can help you
handle courses in math, in science, or business.
Now, and in the real world.

Sapphires & Diamonds
Brighten your fall ensembles
w!lh thiS 14K yellow gold
pendan t and matchmg ring
Truly Ihe perieci seL .. lor Ihe
perfect you l (18Inch, 14K gold
chain Included)
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One real-world lesson you 'll learn in
school is the importance of productivIty. TIme you spend doing the mat h
part of t he problem is time you can't
spend learning concepts.
A Texas Instruments professional
calculator will help make your study
time more producti ve. And it can also
help you move into the world of a pro·
fesslOnaL A world where knowing the
concept IS only part of the solution.
Bringing out t he a nswer requires a
workin g know ledge of a powerful
personal calculator.
Economical TI Business Analyst-I
with Statistics and adva nced busi-

364 -2142

ness functions.
Pre · prog ram·
me d w it h bu s iness fun c tion s
fo r tim e-va lu e
of money. statis·
t ics. profi t ma rg in. And oth e r
problems you'll encounter in
business schooL Other capabili ties in·
elud e pe rcent . sq uares, logs. a nd
powers. Its 140-page book. "Kevs to
Money Ma nage me nt"(a $4.95 \·~ lu e).
has ste p · by·s te p in stl'uctiom; plus
sample pmblems. It's an extra value
with every BA-1.

The TI-55 advanced slide rule
with statistics -and programmability.
This capable calculator has AOS '"
easy entry system, statistical functions, 10 memon es, 9 levels of pal'en·
t heSIS, tn g, powers and roots, plus
progra mmability. Its book , "Calculator Decision Making Sourcebook" (a
$4. 95 value). helps you get all the
power pre-programmed into the TJ ·55.
See the whole line ofTI
bl" \\'.,,,
calculator'S at your college
Jt1l1"'~~!'lh..
bookstore 0 1' other retailer.
I ,,,
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They come from China,
England, and points east and
west In this country.
ThIs fall, they'll be coming
to the UMR campus where
will
be visiting
they
professors of mathematics,
computer
science,
humanities,
chemistry,
metallurgical engineering
and mining engineering.
Altogether, there will be
seven visiting professors at
UMR during the fall
semester.
Five
are
scheduled for September.
A UMR alumnus from the
People's Republic of China is
Included In the group that
will lead off the fall
program. He is Dr. Chi-Mei
Hsiao
(Jimei
Xiao),
chairman of the department
of metal physics at Beijing
(Peking) University of Iron
and Steel Technology who
will be here Sept. 8-10. He
received his Ph.D. In
metallurgical engineering
here In 1950. Dr. D.C.
Bradley,
professor
of
Inorganic chemistry and
head of the department of
chemistry, Queen Mary
College, London, England,
also will be on campus Sept.
8-10, and Dr. Harlan D.
Mills, computer science
expert, IBM, and adjunct
professor
of
computer
science at the University of
Maryland, will lecture on
campus and at the UMR
Graduate
Engineering
Center In St. Louis Sept. 8-12.
Two others, Dr. R.V.
Ramani, professor of mining
engineering, Pennsylvania
State University, and Dr.
I;>avid
D.
Anderson,
professor
of
American
language
and
thought,
Michigan State University,
will be here the week of Sept.
22.
Others scheduled for the
fall semester are Dr. Joseph
Macek, professor of physics,
University of NebraskaLincoln, Oct. 2(}.24, and Dr.
Thomas
G.
Hallam,
professor of mathematics
and ecology, University of
Tennessee (no date set) .
The
UMR
visiting
professor program began
last year when 12 professors,
all experts In their fields,
were hosted by seven UMR
departments. The program
is coordinated by Catherine
Jenks, assistant to the
chancellor for affirmative
action and public events. She
works with a three-member
advisory committee: Dr.
Peter G. Hansen, school of
Engineering;
Dr.
Troy
Hicks, College of Arts and
Sciences ; and Dr. Ronald L.
Carmichael, School of Mines
and Metallurgy.
The first year's group
included Dr.
Raymond
Sterling, director of the
Underground Space Center,
University of Minnesota ;
Mervyn Willis, University of
Melbourne, Australia; Dr.
Alphonse Chapanis, Johns
Hopkins University, one of

•
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One of these was Mervyn
the founders of the field of
engineering psychology; Dr. Willis, Australian expert on
Merritt A.
Williamson, lead extraction, who was In
Vanderbilt University, a this country to attend a
pioneer
In
englneeri!:!g meeting and extended his
management; Dr. S. Nemat- visit to spend three weeks at
This
was
an
Nasser, professor of civil UMR.
engineering and applied , arrangement that worked
mathematics, Northwestern out well for both UMR and
University ; Dr. Harold M. the visiting professor, In
Hyman, William P. Hobby view of the distance inprofessor of history, Rice volved. " We'll be taking
University ;
Donald advantage of such visits
Harlngton, Ozark folklorist whenever we can to get
and novelist; two computer International experts on
scientists
Dr. J .C. campus," Dr. Carmichael
Browne,
Computation adds.
Center, The University of
Although each professor
Texas at Austin, and Dr. was hosted by a department,
Stephen
Hedetniemi, their presentations and
University of Oregon ; and conference time were open
three mathematicians - Dr. to students, faculty and staff
Curtis A. Travis, Oak Ridge from the whole campus, and
National Laboratory, Dr. many took advantage of the
S.M. Shah, University of opportunity. Interest exKentucky
professor tended off campus, too, and
emeritus, and Dr. Charles at least one of the visitors,
Antle, Pennsylvania State Willis, shared his expertise
University.
with area Industries when he
visited smelters in the New
All In all , it was a
Lead Belt.
prestigious
group
that
The time spent at UMR,
Inaugurated the visiting
professor program, and the jam-packed with seminars,
campus response was en- speeches and conferences,
was a busy time for the
thusiastic.
visiting professors, but they
say it was well worth it.
Four departments
metallurgical engineering,
And there were, in somemathematics,
computer cases, some unexpected
science and humanities bonuses for both UMR and
liked the experience so much the visitors.
that they followed up with
"I think we here at Rolla
visiting professors this fall.
Others have scheduled visits had expected to learn from
the visiting professors. But
for the spring semester.
several of them commented
The concensus of the that they, too, had profited
committee is that last year's from their contacts with
program worked out well UMR
professors
and
even better than expected, students,"
reports
Dr.
especially for a first-time Hicks. "And I think many of
effort.
them went away with a new
appreciation of what we are
Dr. Hansen says, "It gave
doing here at UMR."
our faculty a chance to spend
time with really outstanding
With the visiting professor
people, experts they might program all set for the 1980
otherwise have been able fall semester, the committee
only to meet briefly or hear is looking ahead to next
spring.
at a conference."

By MIKE DUNNERMANN
\

Dean Theodore Planje

Over the summer a
number of changes have
been made at UMR. A rule
that will now be enforced
beginning this semester
pertains to the student
services that are provided
free from the UMR Infirmary.

Dean Planje dies
University of MissouriRolla Dean of the School of
Mines
and
Metallurgy
Theodore J. Planje died
on
July
15,
1980,
in Lexington, Ky. He was 61.
Planje had been attending
a meeting of mining Institute
directors at the University of
Kentucky.
Dean Planje was born
March 17, 1919, In St. Louis.
He received his B.S. degree
In 1940 and his Ph.D. degree
1950
In
ceramic
in
engineering from UMR. He
became an Instructor of
ceramic engineering at
UMR In 1946 and· was
promoted
to
assistant
professor in 1950, associate
professor in 1952 and
professor and chairman of
ceramic engineering In 1955.
In 1964, he was named dean
of the School of Mines and
Metallurgy and director of
the Space Science Research
Center. He was dean of the
School of Mines and
Metallurgy and assistant to
the chancellor for research
at the time of his death.
He recently received the
Albert Victor Blelnlnger
Award given by the Pittsburgh section of the
American Ceramic Society
in
recognition
of
"distinguished
achievements In the field of

ceramics."
Dean Planje was a Fellow
of the American Ceramic
Society and served that
organization
as
vice
president,
treasurer,
president-elect
and
president (1972-73). He was a
member of the National
Institute
of
Ceramic
Engineers ; the Ceramic
E ducational
Council
(president, 1959-60); the
American
Institute
of
Mining, . Petroleum and
Metallurgical
Engineers ;
the American Society for
Engineering Education ; the
Missouri
and
National
Societies of Professional
Engineers; and the National
Association of Medical
Vocabulary. He was a
In
registered
engineer
Missouri and was a member
of the National Defense
Executive
ReserveEmergency MInerals Administration.

Upon speaking with Mrs_
Mations, head nurse In
charge of the Infirmary, the
new policy requires a
student
to
present a
validated Student 1.0. and to
have a physical form on file
in their office.
"This policy is not new,"
Mrs. Mations stated, "but
just an enforcement of
Missouri law requiring
parental
permission
to
provide any medical attention to anyone that is
under 21 years of age. Of
course emergency cases will
be handled as they arrive,
but no other circumstances
will be considered. It is
hoped that this will also
defer non-students from
attempting and regular
students from abusing the
services provided by the
Infirmary through state
funds.
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Sept. 5
T -2 ROTC Bldg.

11:00a.m.

pre

dyin
sex

til

her

4:00p.m.

of eo
toen

guy

Pickup free

ticket to dance
that evening!

loryc
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I. MR.

E

Excel!

God'sgj
knows J

must sr1

sbower t
ba!rs.Bu
Wbat's I
gets it.

WHERE: Armory, Fairgrounds Rd.
WHEN: Friday,Sept.58-12~M p.m.
WHO:
Anyone with valid UMR 1.0.
COST: Free With Ticket Which can be Obtained From
the Mil. Sci. 1I000n House", Fri. Sept. 5- 5,11-4p.m.
or $2.00 Cover Charge
. T-2

3. 1'OTA
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The Steve Beck guide
to college males
(For college females)
Since you are attending a college whose students are
predominately male , you are likely

to find several fellas

dying for you attention. Why not? After all, you have more
sex appeal in your little finger than the average girl has in
her whole thumb!
For your convenience, I have provided a description
of each of the five _major types of guys you
are likely
to enco.unter on the Rolla campus. Then you can identify any
guy you meet on sight a nd determ ine if he isthe right type

f

.

for you. Good Luck!
( Photo by Ph II Cook)

1. MR. PERFECT
EGOTIST
Excels In everything.
God's gift to women; and he
knows It. illtra-macho must spend two hours after
shower to blow-my his chest
hairs. But all he wants Is sex.
What's worse - be always
gets It.

4. NICE GUYS

2. BURNOUT FREAK

~~

~cl'S- h 1_ '3".. ~", t \ 13<,o\c,:;~_ ''''''-.0---''_'' ~-.......- ""Ge, -- I \ ~ ,,- yc.', ::r~, - ,,-rl

wvvoJ .'
F-(l'<

!"

Rarely makes It past high
school. But, some are pretty
good at math and SCience,
and may inevitably show up
at Rolla. He listen only to KSHE (thinks KWK stinks
because it plays too much
mellow stuff.) Interested
only in sex. Surprisingly,
burnouts are fairly successful with women, who
find their "freaky eyes"
fascinating. _

Generous,
considerate,
polite. Can perform the
Impossible feat of always
letting the girl walk In front
of him, yet always opening
the door for ber before she
gets there. Extremely innocent, with an almost LukeSkywalkerlsh nalvete, he
will never cuss and has only
the vaguest idea of what
"sex" is. Whenever he sees a
commerlcal for sanitary

napkins on TV, he will blUSh
instinctively, even though he
has no idea of what the
commercial Is talking about.
But note: The NICE GUY

.H ~o.V€ n+h ") T
~Q:t"

0...

t'heLl"\

.:lid ....I.t I ; kla
3. TOTALDORK-oUT

tie. ~ B~iod ) -,-.
\1\.1(1.1-\ +

In general, forget it, kid.
However, a few are basically
decent types. With a little
understanding they could
shed their dorkishness and
evolve into NICE GUYS.

••---~

--

_ . --

+c 'al2:t

11A.c. k

'a

-~

!

almost always has some
defect or flaw, because if he
was perfect, he would be a
MR. PERFECT/EGOTIST
(#1) .

NevEl'"

::t:.
5. FAG

Self~lanatory .

Probably won't bother you
anyway. Note : They often
smell real nice_

-
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Rat killer needed for Madrigal Dinners
Renaissance street acts
are being added to the
program of the University of
Missouri-Rolla's
annual
Madrigal Dinners this year,
and Musical Director Joel
Kramme is looking for actors to play the parts.
"Persons who can create
convincing
Renalssance
street characters such as a
jester, acrobat, puppeteer,
storyteller,
rat
killer,
wizard, or mime are asked
to audition from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. Monday, Sept. 8, in St.

Pat's Ballroom," Kramme
said.
Those who pass the
audition will appear at the
Madrigal Dinners Dec. 11, 12
and
13.
In
addition,
arrangements are being
made for them to attend the
Kansas City Renaissance
Festival Oct. 11 and 12 with
the UMR Chamber Choir
and Collegium Musicum.
The Madrigal Dinners, a
series of Christmas dinner
concerts, will be presented
for the eighth time this year

and will feature music by the
UMR Chamber Choir and
Collegium Musicum. The
programs
incorporate
music, costumes, decor,
dialogue and epicurrean
delights authentic to an
early period of historical and
cultural significance. The
1980 dinners will re-create a
16th century Christmas revel
at the court of Henry VIII.
Inqulries
should
be
directed to Joel Kramme,
musical director of the
Madrigal
Dinners,
G-8
Harris Hall, 341-4185.

Groundwaves

- Wowie zowie! We're
back.
-AwF- Stop! You can't say
that.
-Huh?
- You know the FCC
Rules and Regulations.
- Oh .. . yeah. - But I
thought this was for the
newspaper.
-Huh?
- You know, the "Miner,"
that stuff you use to line the
bottom of your birdcage.
Oh. You're right.
Nevermind.
Yes, that's right. We are
back.
All
300,000,000
microwatts oscillating once
again at 89.7 million times
every second. (Wow man,
what a rush.) This year
promises to be even better
than years past. Why?
Because we're going to play
what WE want to play. Ha.
Ha. We don't care what YOU
musical degenerates want.
What do you know? If you
don't like it, listen to that
disgusting
white-vested,
shirt-{)pen-to-the-navel ina

colada music or music-tohogtie-a-defenseless-calf-by
or go and sit in an elevator.
HaHa. Ya see, we've gotcha
by the short hairs now!
HaHaHaHa!!
There's
nothing you can do II
HaHaHaHaHa! ! ! And here's
what you've got to suffer
with:
News four times a day at 8
a.m., noon, 3 p.m. and 6
p.m.;
Sports every weeknight at
10p.m.; .
Weather reports every
twenty minutes from 6 a.m.
to9a.m.;
Mother Earth News at 9
a.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays;
Town
and
Campus
Calendar every day at 10
a.m. and during the 6 p.m.
news;
Zodiac News eyery day at
3 p.m and 8 p.m.;
NFCB
TueSday
and
Thursday mornings at 9;
Energy Watch at 1 p.m.
Wednesdays;
Science Report Tuesdays
at1p.m. ;
Concert News at 7 p.m. on
Mondays and Wednesdays;
Hitchhiker Report every
Tuesday and Thursday at 7
p.m.
There! How do you like
that? Not satisfied? Well,
HaHa, here's more!!
"Blues for Rolla" hosted
by Dr. DeRanged will be on
every Sunday night from 8
p.m. until midnight with 'a
featured album at 10 p.m.
The "Rolling Bozo Revue"
returns to Monday nights

from 10 p.m. until 1 a.m.
with an old, classic record
album featured at midnight.
The "Bluegrass Variety
Show" will be back on
Wednesday afternoons from
3 until 6 with everyone's
favorite uncle, Unkle Dave.
And don't forget that Unkle
Dave will be featuring an
album at 4 p.m.
For Jazz tune in Dale
Hursh Monday afternoons
from 3 until 6 with an album
feature at 4 and also Thursday nights from 10 until 2
the next morning Mark
Foreman will jazz up your
night with a featured album
atmidnight. .
Ted Lowe informs us that
at 9 a.m. on Friday mornings
an album of indeterminate
origin will be featured.
That just about does it for
now. If you don't like it may
the fleas of a thousand
camels nest in your sister's
armpits (or your girlfriend's
if you don't have a sister).
Sincerely,
J .R.

r---------------------I
I Nightcrawlers I
I

~

lA:.___'-~ __::"..r.l&.-'_J
By DAN DZIEDZIC

parallels the original within
a certain degree; the plot of
moving precious cargo, the
build-up of anxiety by
For us returning students following the chase, the
at UMR, it isn't so much the tension strainer to see if
welcome back to Rolla that's . Snowman will drive up in
going to throw us into shock time, and for those of us
as finding something to do disinterested in the stuff
with our extra spare time. called plot and theme, the
One of these "spare time moves of Sally Fields as she
fillers" happens to be does her share of the lawshowing (or probably by the breaking. Yet what really
time this gets published steals the show once again,
was showing) down at the is seeing the Bandit pull his
Ritz movie theatre.
crazy ole' shenanigans to
outsmart his pursuer that
Smokey and the Bandit II, "makes them all look like
the long awaited sequel to they're running in slow
Jackie and Burt I, has an motion." It is one piece of
exciting atmosphere that action right after the other -

St. Pats Design
Contests Start
By GREG FLECK
The St. Pat's Board
proudly announces their 1981
sweatshirt design contest. A
$40 cash prize will be
awarded for the best design
submitted to the St. Pat's
Board. There will also be a
$25 and $15 prize for the
second and third place
designs, respectively. Each
design must include "St.
Pat's 1981" and "UMR" and
be submitteQI on paper no
later than Sept. 16 to your
local St. Pat's Board Rep.
Furthermore, the 1981 St.
Pat's Bumper Sticker Slogan
Contest is at hand. The first

On the other side though,
Smokey and the Bandit II
has more serious plot than
Smokey I in that the Bandit
this time finds himself in
conflict with wishes of close
friends and success of
delivering the "live" cargo
on time.
Smokey and the Bandit II
is an excellent movie to see,
not to mention what it does to
kill the boredom of studying,
but looking back, I would
rate this better than Smokey
I for a better development of
the plot and keeping the
same number of laughs.
After all, are there any
guesses for Smokey and the
Bandit III?
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Value

HP-34C with continuous memory.

SCIENTIFIC
PROBLEMS?

Distributor of Miller, Miller Lite,
Pabst Blue Ribbon, Andeker &
Lowenbrau
If you are having a party ,

,. ",
364-2930
..
•If
or
JERRY FREDERICKS 364-5226

place prize of $15 will be
awarded for the best slogan.
The deadline for this contest
is Oct. 14. That's two easy
ways to win lots of money
and become famous at the
same time. Just imagine the
number of sweatshirts and
bumper stickers that could
have your name on tlJem.
Everybody should enter and
show your creativity.

from Sheriff Buford T.
Justice's patrol car being
tackled by the infamous
crime fighter Mean Joe
Greene, to seeing Justice
straddie a draw bridge over
a small puddle of water something call_ed a river, to
the scene of the supposedly
unescapable trap for the
Bandit being turned into a
junkyard for the Texas Highway Patrol and Canadian
police, creating doomsday
for the Texas county
mountie.
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Ask about Jostens Trade-In from
your Jostens College Ring Specialist
Date: September 8-12
Time: 8-5 Place: Campus Bookstore
See our complete selection of rings at your
&oo*store.

SEE US FOR THE HP SOLUTION
95
Only

$139.

Campus Book Store
205 W. 12th Rolla
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Wo n't find the se in We bst er' s fol ks

By BOB KOENIG

UMR a flat blunt instrument
dedicated to kill incredible
Today I'd like to address amounts
of pain (see also
the freshmen among you. Party Weekend
)
Many freshmen have corne
Integration
A
to me and said Bob, Bob they mathema
say, Bob what can you tell volving tical process inme, what advice can you finately the addition of insmall values over a
give me in order to make this
defined
first difficult year go easier? finite region to achieve a
(For an
Many have corne to me and I example value.
have given those the benefit TA add watch your Physics
up your quiz scores. )
of my years, but I realize
Pud - a term usually used
there are many freshmen in reference
and freshwomen (especially initiation to an easy class,
the freshwomen) who don't freshman, or major. As a
you can rest
even know where to turn for assured
saged advice (a little spice in uppercla that any class an
ssman tells you is
all my advice). To you this
"pud" he passed with a D the
week's article is dedicated.
second time around.
College, as well as all
Comp. Sc. - a religious
other SCiences, has its own cult
actively recruiting on
specialized vocabulary. The campus.
They gain memfirst major step in dealing bers
by offering high paying
successfully with UMR is jobs
learning this vocabulary. output.with minimal mental
being
Defined below are some of recruited After
innocent
the more confusing terms neophite ,
s are pounded to bits
you will hear at UMR Some and generally
emerge a
are scientific, others are mere
terms common to all former algorithm of their
selves.
educational
experiences.
Thermo I & II - exciting
Many of these terms ME classes
however are either uniquely questions that answer such
as
is
hell
the property of UMR or take isotherm
on new meanings in the local not the al (of course it is. If
engineers down there
jargon.
would build a refrigerator
Double
E,
EE and air-condition half of It.)
(pronounced ee eel
this
Avogadros
term's significance is based 6666. Let me number - 341tell you she's a
on E being the fifth letter of real good
time.
the alphabet. EE actually is
Alice
5 times 5 or 25. This number roommate who's Avogadros'
loved by all
is often referred to in the
young
numerology as the "Number most of girls and hated by
the young boys.
of the Perfect Square" (as
Ditty Screw - This term
opposed to beast). A short refers to a
girl (or boy) who
study of the individuals won't
kiss until the sixth
granted this title should date.
explain its usage (try the
Limit - The maximum
Library).
.
extent. For example, Parker
Board - in general usage Hall limits
the number of
a flat, blunt instrument used students
in classes by the
by
elementary
school number that show up or the
principals to inflict in- number
of square feet in the
credible amounts of pain. At
room, whichever is smaller.

-----

(n

K

N

AE - as with EE, signifies
1 times 5 which of course
equals
5
(base
10).
Numerologists refer to this
as the "Number of the Imperfect Square."
Punt - One of the many
valid methods of becoming a
"Super Senior" (see also
"RUNAWAY" and Final
Solution.)
Barracud a - a fierce,
edible, pike-like fish with
large interlocking teeth.
This baby is especially fond

of biting large flashy areas uncommitted delegate at a
of the human body and was political convention. Make
chosen as the official symbol hay while the sun shines
of the Board (see above.)
'cause next year at this time
Further as a service for the shoe's gonna be on the
the new female readers I other foot. Believe me! "
asked a few women whom
"What you've got to do
have been at UMR for awhile girls is be careful. The
to give some advice for you- school's nice and the guys
all. What follows is their are great, but play your
responses edited only for cards right. For instance the
clarity.
TKE parties are a great
"First off girls, you're a time, but never use your real
hot propert v Rip-to, now name. Also insist upon two
vou'rp hPttpr off thAn "" _ pieces of photo I.D. before

HP Professional Calculators.

The HP-34C makes
finding roots and solving
integrals as easy as
addffig or subtracting.
f

(x)

The HP-3 4C s Solve and Integrate functions put an end to laborious computa tions
and the trial· and-error approach for determining the roots of an equation or computing definite integrals of a function. Now,
a sing le keystroke gives you the answer.
Thi s mea ns real time-sav ings for you math,
eng inee ring. and science majors who will
be performi ng these calculus operation s
over and over again.
Solve and Integ rate are but two examples
of the problem-solving power of the
HP -34C advanced programm able. Dynamic memory a ll ocation automati cally
converts the 21 data reg iste rs , as needed,
to pro\'ide up to 210 program lines. And
remembe rs these allocation s so you don't
have to. Up to 3 keystroke inst ructions are
au tomat ica lly merged into one program
line expandi ng memory to make the
HP -34C comparab le to calcu lators having
as many as 370 program lines. And editing
is a snap. The HP -34Cs editing keys let
you rev iew you r programs and insert or
delete instructio n s as needed.
The HP· 34C also features Continuo us
Memory that retains you r data and programs even after th e calcu lator has been
turned off. Retrieve them as often as
needed. without th'e bother and lost time
of ree ntering.
Visit a Hewlett- Packa rd dealer now and
expe rie nce problem· solving made easy
with th e HP- 34C. For the address of your
nea rest HP dealer. CALL TOLL-FR EE
800-547 -3400. Departm ent 658M,
except from Hawaii or Alaska. In Oregon;
call 758· 1010. For details write :
H ew lett·Packard. 1000 N .E. Circle Blvd. ,
Corvallis. OR 97330. Dept. 658M.

~
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1202 N. Bishop

making any concessions."
"One more thing girls, Bob
Koenig is one of the most
incredible males you'll ever
meet. It's impossible for me
to describe him so you'll
have to see for yourselves.
All I regret is that I couldn't
hold him myself."
Thanks Mom. I hope to
have more advice for you
young folks later. Try to
enjoy your first year. The
classes just get harder as
you proceed.

PACKARD
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UMR's
newest
face
SOURCE: OPI
If early impressions are
any indication, Dr. Marvin
W. Barker, the new dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences at the University of
Missouri-Rolla, should have
little trouble adjusting to life
in the Ozarks.
Dr. Barker, who comes to
UMR from Mississippi State
University,
MissiSSippi
State, Miss., where he was
chairman and professor of
chemistry, began his duties
as dean on July 1. He also
will serve as a professor of
chemistry.
" A lot of people believe
that Mississippi is all flat
delta land," he says. "And It
is in the western part of the
state. But the eastern half,
where we lived, is forested
hill country. It's a lot like the
Ozarks, rounded and rolling,
except that it's a little more
hilly here and it stays green
year round In Mississippi. "
And like a lot of people who
have lived near or spent any
time in the woods, Dr.
Barker is an avid hunter and
fisherman.
"I really enjoy hunting
and fishing," he says,
" because they allow me to
get totally away from work.
If I didn't control myself, I'd
probably do nothing but hunt
and fish."
He learned bow to hunt in
MiSSissippi, and because of
the way the bunting season
fell there, he's primarily a
deer hunter.

If Bill's back,
BILL MINER

Dr . Marvi n W. Barker,
New Dean of Arts and Sciences at UMR.

" I like to build and landThe Barkers also have
gotten a good taste of Ozark scape yards," he says. "I get
hospitality in the short time someone who knows what
they're doing to give me
that they've been in Rolla advice and draw up plans
they arrived here June 19.
"The real estate agent who and then I supply the labor."
sold us our house has been
While Dr. Barker prefers
unbelievable," he says. outdoor activities, his wife,
" She's helped us out with so Alice, likes those activities
many things - the utilities, associated with the great
the banks, even finding indoors.
"She's
a
friends for our children homemaker," Dr. Barker
that we haven't had to worry says. "That's the highest
about
anything.
She compliment I can pay her.
"Her career is our home
demonstrated that she's
interested in a lot more than and our family, " he conjust selling us a piece of . tinues. "And the things she
property. It's really meant a enjoys most are those
lot.
associated with the home,
"If she's typical," he adds,
such
as
decorating,
" living here is going to be refinishing furniture and
needlecraft. "
terrific."
Purchasing a new home
The Barkers have two
also will allow Dr. Barker to children, Amy, 15, and John,
engage In another outdoor 12. They will reside at Line
Barnitz.
activity that he enjoys.

All dressed up
By DAVE WILLIAMS
... So you think that there is
nothing to do In Rolla?

Tired of sitting at home
trying
to
figure
out
SOMETHING to do, besides
studying? Well, the crisis is
over. Sit back, relax,and
enjoy as I take you for a ride
through the week's upcoming activities.
Get a little pre-weekend
fun in at the Rolla Drive-In,
where Theta Tau will
present "Slapshot," "The
Fury," and several "Three
Stooges" flicks. It all begins
at dusk, Thursday night,
September 4th. Cost: $1.75 in
advance, $2.25 at the drivein.

On the same night, all
those Interested in getting a
" little high" should attend
the . "Sport
Parachute
Club's" first meeting, to be
held at 7:30 p.m. in G-5 of the
H-SS building. C'mon now,
everyone's Invited!
Friday, the 5th, offers a
wide variety of fraternIty
bashes. Sig Ep kicks it off
with their 3rd annual Pig
Roast at Lions Club Park.
Featured musicians are

With no place to go

··Rick and John," who will
begin playing at 5:00 p.m.
The roast however, will
begin at 3:00 p.m. and last
until 8:00 p.m.
After the Pig Roast, be
sure to drop In Tech
Engine's "Street Dance,"
which begins at 8:00 p.m.
Featured musicians will be
"The Nyckels. " Rumor has
It that "refreshments will be
available."
When you are ready to
throw in your dancing shoes,
drop by Lambda Chi's party
at their place. This one goes
til 1:00 a.m., so be prepared
to party 'til you drop!
Spend
Saturday
recuperating at refreshing
Lane Spring or Meramec
Spring. Bring a picnic lunch,

a frisbee, or a foothall for a
little entertainmj!nt before
you jump into the Icy spring
for a total cooling experience.
. Sunday, September 7, the
SUB presents it's "Watermelon Spectacular" at 2-4
p.m. at the bockey puck.
Join in the fun and festivities
while enjoying a favorite
summer treat.
Finally, those Interested In
joining a bowling league
should be at the Colonial
Lanes on Monday the 8th
from !H2 p.m. For further
info., call Randy at 364-2646.
So there you have it. A
whole weekend of fun and
adventure .. . take advantage
of college life!

Meanwhile, Bill, after
hearing that Joe was going
to return to Rolla decided to
do one better. Two weeks
after
their
Mineshaft
meeting, Bill went to the
UMR Summer Employment
Placement Center, eager to
line up an engineering job.
Taking a seat in the office of
Larry
Nuss,
the two
proceeded to review Bill's
resume.
Bill knew bis chances were
not good of getting a job with
a 0.73 GPA. Nevertheless
Mr. Nuss asked Bill how be
would like working with
C.J.'s. Bill thought that
would be great but he didn't
want to go overseas. Mr.
Nuss frowned and said,
"Bill, what I mean is we
successfully found you a job
at "Steak 'n' Shake" as a
curb jockey."
The pay was fair and the
hours were terrible but Bill
took tbe job anyway. He
figured he would get a lot of
tips since he was a college
student. As it turned out the
only tip he got was to quit
scbool.
After working hard all
summer, Bill was ready to
return to school. Bill felt bad
because he almost needed as
many hours now to become a

sophomore as he did when he
was a freshman.
Late Sunday night Bill
headed for Rolla. Not
knowing his room assignment, he assumed it would
be the same as last
semester; 112 FARRAR
HALL.

Bill rolled into Rolla at
4:00 a.m. and headed for the
quad. Knocking on his dorm
door he was shocked to see a
drunk girl answer it and then
lall back on her bed. Bill's
brain started ticking and he
thought, "Wow, a bombed
chick, in my room, she must
think she's in the girls'
dorm! This is great, I'll just
move in and watch her
reaction in the morning."
Bill proceeded to unpack
all his junk, including his
new printer for his TI-58C.
Bill's mom had to reinforce
all his belt loops so he coulc;i
wear his new printer to
class. He then hung his
Farrah
and
Captain
America posters on the wall.
Bill's chances of finding
any of his friends at 4 :30 In

the morning were not good,
but he decided to case the
building anyway. Walking
down the hall he noticed a lot
of the doors and bulletins
had messages and notes
written by girls on them. Bill
had heard the new freshman
girl to guy ratio was 6 to 4 but
this was ridiculous. How had
all his friends gotten so
many girls so fast?
Stepping into the john, Bill
noticed a serious plumbing
problem ; where had all the
stand-ups gone? And why
was the bathroom so neat?
This really puzzled him. He
decided that the stand-ups
must have been removed to
save on the water bill. So
thinking quickly Bill turned
on all the faucets, hoping this
would provide sufficient
proof that this departmental
stunt of removing the urinals
would not save money.
Tired and confused, Bill
went back to his room.
Amazed that the girl was
still there, Bill laid down and
tried to sleep. He couldn't
wait for tomorrow.

IQUALITY CLEANERS

Ii EXPERT
CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401
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Sourcebook
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Excuse Me

Can Joe be far behind?
The saga continues
JOE MINER

n, BU!

alI~

Why

Deat?
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~

Bill

o

At last if you remember
Joe had met Bill at the
Mineshaft during finals
week. Joe, getting so blasted
and thinking he was seeing
himself told himself he was
going to quit school.
But, over the summer
Joe's mom, Mrs. Marion
Miner, convinced him to
return to school for at least
one more semester to raise
his grade point, or, at least
get one.
Joe told his mom the only
thing he can get at UMR is
drunk and the only thing he
can raise is a beer, but he
agreed to return anyway. If
nothing else he would get
initiated back at the EAT
house; knowing that since he
didn't make grades he would
have to chew on dirty underwear during the entire
cermeony. But that didn't
bother Joe, not after eating
the food at the EAT house for
a whole year, and knowing
the alternative was working
on his uncle's pigeon farm as
a messenger. No, Joe
wanted to return to Rolla,
become an active EATer and
maybe an engineer.
Arriving in Rolla Joe
found he was already two
weeks behind in school. But
it didn't matter since he had
dropped all his pre-requisits
for
his
pre-registered
classes. Joe realizing this,
got a six pack, box lunch and
a lawn chair and headed to
Parker Hall to get a drop
slip. After waiting 5'h hours
in line he found he was in F
thru L and had to go to M
thruR.

Extremely mad at the

"U", Joe headed back to the

EAT house. Coming in the
front door, he found his
brothers were still at it as he
was met by a bar age of
flying food and dirty clothes.
Joe, not being allowed Jo
go upstairs because it was
closed to pledges for purposes of setting up for
initiation, went down to the
bar to slam a few beers.
This was Sunday afternoon
and Joe still had to make out
a schedule. Not being on the
best of terms with Dr.
Roberts, he figured he'd
better try and take one of his
classes. CE 241 would suffice. Three hours seemed
like a waste of time so he
decieed to take Math 4 and
Logic too.
So Joe, with schedule in
hand, headed back up to the
"U" to get his advisor's
initials. About halfway he
heard a mass of people
yelling " EAT me, EAT me,"
and before he realized what
it was, he got hit with a trash
can full of water, thrown to
the ground and peanut
buttered by APE pledges.
Yes, Joe had walked right
into the middle of water
fight.
Regaining consciousness
Joe headed to the CE
building to talk with Ramire
Vasquelas
his
advisor.
Handing him the wet, soggy
drop-add slip, Dr. Vasquelas
told Joe he was a pitiful sight
and to clean the peanut
butter out of his ears so he
could hear what he had to
say.
Joe got his slip signed and
went back to the EAT house.
He heard from some of the
actives that APE was having
an open party.
Joe grabbed his mug and

A special breed.

If

headed over to the APE
house for the Jungle Party.
At the party Joe met a freshman girl who had never had
beer before. After about 9
beers AnIta Tikerelli was
bombed on her butt.
Joe being the nice guy he
was decided to walk her to
her room. After sobering up
enough to walk and talk,
AnIta told Joe her room was

The FeW. The Proud. The Marines .

•

community share them.
Find your fellow travelers
through a free Miner
classified. Submit your ads
by nine p.m. Monday and by
Thursday, well you never
know.

..::;:

SPI, AH Games • D & D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT &HOBBY
Rolla, Mo.

364-5581

Buy now and get FREE Solid State Software Libraries.

TI Programmables lead the field
in performance, quality and value.
You don't hav e to know how to
program to get ali t he benefits
available with a TI Programmable.
These solid state library modules
are preprogrammed to help solve
problems 41: Engineering. Business. Finance. And other math
oriented courses. With up to 5,000
program steps in each module you
can save your own personal programming for those classes which
need it most.
The TI-59 has up to 960 pr'ogram
steps or up to 100 m emorie~. Magnetic card read/write capability let~
you record your own custom programs or those received from PPX
(Professional Program Exchange.)
The TI-58C feature~ up to 480
program steps or 60 me morie~. And
it ha~ TI'~ Con~tant Memory '" fea-

What does it take to be a Marine
agility , coordination , endurance , intelligence, moral and
physical courage . It tokes desire . determination and grit .
Above. all it takes the ability to lead other Marines under
conditions of extreme stress . In short, it
takes a special breed of man . If you have
what it takes . we' II bring out the best in
you. See CAPT Henderson on campus In the
University Center on 8 . 9. 10. and 11 Sept.
from 9 a .m . to 4 p .m . or call (816) 374-3031
collect.

112 FARRAR ' HALL. Joe
thought he used to know
somebody who lived there
but couldn't quite remember
who.
So Joe dropped her off at
the door, got a good night
burp and left her lying on the
bed. Puzzled, Joe returned to
the EAT house and passed
out in the basement.

I'd like to take a moment
to talk to your about
something , ah personal.
You've no need to be
ashamed of your wants,
needs, and desires. No doubt
many members of our

ture that retains data and program
information even when the calculator is tUl'l1ed off.
And free modules now give you
that edge you need to succeed.
From- August 15 to October 31,
1980 is your special opportunity to
purchase one of the world 's most advanced programmable calculators.
And llet a minimum of $40 worth of
free software modules with a TI58C. Or. when you buy a TI-59, get
a minimum of $80 worth of software
modules and an $18 one-year membership in PPX. This will allow you
to select up to 3 programs (from
over ~.500) wlitten by professionals
in ~'our field of study.
Vi~it your college bookstore or
other TI retailer for more information. and let him help you select the
TI Programmable and free software
that'~ right for ~'ou.
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Miners open against William Penn
By DAVE ROBERTS
William Penn College has
been somewhat less than
intimidating in the UMR
football
team's
season
opener the past two years.
But the Statesmen will most
likely be improved this year
- they would have to really
try hard to get any worse.
The Miners started the
season with a bang last year
by taking a 43-0 laugher from
William Penn. The season
before UMR also won in
shutout fashion, 20-0. After
being outscored 63-0 in two
years
the
Statesmen
shouldn't have a difficult
time with self motivation
when they face UMR
Saturday at Jackling Field.
Kickoff is slated for 1: 30
p.m.
Miner head coach Charlie
Finley looks for a little
stiffer competition from
William Penn this year.
"They were mainly a freshmen and sophomore team
last year and this year with
all those returners they
should be a lot better,"
Finley said. " I look for them
to be much improved. / It
should be an interesting
contest. "
William Penn had a 2-8
mark last season and return
only seven seniors. William
Penn has 20 freshmen and 11
sophomores on its roster this
season.
The Statesmen run a wtshbone offense and have big
backs. The starting halfbacks are juniors Gary

Swanson (6-0, 205) and
Richard Baskerville (6-3,
190) ,
the
fullback
is
sophomore Warren Loving
(6-3, 210) and the quarterback is senior Tim Means
(6-0, 185).
"They should be a little
more potent on offense this
year," Finley said. "They're
a wishbone team with big
backs. Last year with the
inexperience they really
didn't pose that big a
problem for our defense. "
Finley also said that
William Penn is much bigger
on the offensive and
defensive line than is UMR.
Finley has been pleased
with the performances of his
offense and defense during
the preseason. What worries
him is the team's depth,
which is suffering because of
injuries. "Depth is our main
problem," he said. "Our
depth is really not good at
this time, especially in the
offensive and defensive
lines."
Offensive linemen Bob
Sonntag
and
Kevin
Griesemer have both been
plagued with injuries Sonntag with a groin injury
and Griesemer with bruised
ribs. Sonntag will play
tomorrow and Griesemer is
still questionable according
to Finley.
The wide receiver position
has been shaken by knee
InJuries. The top two
receivers, sophomore Scott
Teter and senior Jeff
Walters have been bothered
with knee problems. Teter's

Finley caUs Pirkle a high
injury is more serious and he
is expected to miss the entire percentage passer who has
season. Walters will need an shown mObility. If Pirkle
Finley
won't
operation after the season struggles
but will start at wide hesitate to bring in Nisbet,
receiver and do the punting who has a strong arm and
can pass long.
tomorrow.
The only freshman to
The offensive backfield
has also been touched with crack the UMR starting
lineup is Scott Stephens at
injuries.
tight end. He is backed by
Brian Paris, a second sophomore Keith Markway.
team MlAA all-conference Finley doesn't think that
fullback last year, has a inexperience will hurt. "I
broken arm and could be red wouldn't say tight end is a
shirted. Also junior tailback weakness," he said. "They
Oscar Berryman is out with are both pretty good
a bad ankle and Finley said players."
his injury is "a day to day
UMR
had
problems
thing."
moving the ball with consistency last year and
Paris rushed for 637 yards finished with a 7-3-1 mark.
and scored nine touchdowns Finley thinks the offensive
and Berryman gained 530 production will be greater
yards for the Miners last
season. But Finley has
people he thinks can fill the
void. "We're going to have to
lose about three more backs
before we're hurting there,"
he said.

seniors Craig Heath, Bill
Grantham, Steve Teter and
Hal Tharp. Heath and
Grantham have been in the
Miner defensive secondary
since their freshman years.
Here is the UMR schedule :
Sept. 6 - William Penn
Sept. 13 - at Missouri Valley
Sept. 20 - Pittsburg State
Sept. 27 - at Evangel
College
Oct.
4
Lincoln
(homecoming game)
Oct. 11 - at Northwest
Missouri State
Oct.
18
Southwest
Missouri State
Oct. 25 - at Central Missouri
State
Nov. 8 - Southeast Missouri
State (University Day)
Nov. 15 - at Northeast
Missouri State

Senior tailback Jimmie
Lee and junior fullback
David Fischer will be tt,,·
starters. Also seeing action
in the backfield will be
juniors Jon Falke and Mark
Anderson. Finley said that
freshman tailback Randy
Shed might be worked in the
William Penn game.
Dennis Pirkle, who has
been
dueling
fellow
sophomore Chris Nisbet for
the starting quarterback job
since the middle of last
season, will be the Miner's
season opening singal caller.
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Kickers looking good
ByGERRYS~TZLER

looks very good all around,
midfield being the only
lacking area, along with
consistent team play.
Returning from l!iSt year:
Neil Haberberger, Christ
Philipp, Jim Whetsel, Pat
Becker, Sean McDermott,
Briant Grant Donny Anselm
(leading scorer), Dan Blase
and Matt Narqinskl.
In the goal position this
Saturday will likely be Guy
Steensgard. Mike Sims will
likely also see some action.
Freshman Matt Budd will be
in the starting defense.
Steve Sawers as well as
Rich Ball will see action this

season.
This year the soccer squad
have good. defensive depth,
but the midfield and front
lines are not as well supported by subs. Playing time
experience will hopefully
give the team depth, along
with Injury-free play.
The Board of Curators has
set aside funds to build a
soccer facility just south of
the football locker rooms.
The field should be completed by next year at this
time.
The team will again play
on the baseball outfield this
year.

intentiOJ
Univers
women'
next sea
Coach
signing

School's
High 8<
and Ver
Gail Hal
The Si
the nun
the lady
Hill

holds '12
women'!
averag
game I;
rebound!
Hill'

pitted'
North tW

!

Behm
te_
a

"Sheil
saw her

Caruso Si

( Photo by Rich Bee)

Place
atWashU
vs. Harris Stowe
vs. Rockhurst
vs. Mo. Southern
at Avila
atWm.Jeweli
vs. Mo. Baptist
MIAA Tourney
MlAA tourney
vs. Central Methodist
vs. Creighton
at Maryville
at Lindenwood
vs. UMKC
atNEMO
vS.SWMO

play .

[llinOI
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Soccer Schedule
Date
Sept. 6
Sept. 10
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 26
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 12
Oct. 18
Oct. 23
Oct. 25
Oct. 26
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

ThE
gettill
"wet
year·

Sports

The NCAA Miner Soccer
squad, formerly coached by
Don Pearson, will be guided
by Coach Paul McNally this
year. In NCAA play the
game consists of two 45
minute halves of aggressive
soccer play.
'
This year the team will
open play on, Saturday at
Washington University inSt.
Louis. The game begins at
1:30 p.m. Coach McNally
observed Wash. U. and Avila
play each other on September 1st and feels that
UMR can be competitive
with these teams. Wash. U.
"It takes two to tango"

this season. "I feel the offense will be improved," he
said." e need to stay away
from anymore injuries."
The pride of Miner football
in recent years has been its
defense and Finley looks to
again field 'a strong defensiveunit.
Starting at defensive end
are junior Paul Suellentrop
(6-3, 218) and senior Kelly
Rudolph (6-2, 208), the
tackles are sophomore Bob
Pressly (6-3, 216) and senior
Steve Bridgman 96-2, 218)
and the noseguardis senior
Mat Stone (6-2, 210) . The
linebackers
are
senior
MorrisHervey (6-0, 192) and
junior Todd Fizer(5-10, 192).
The defensive backfield,
which has been the MIAA's
best for two years, includes

ByG

Time
1:30pm
4:30pm
1:30pm
11:30am
4:00pm
1:30pm
10:30a.m
SL
SL
l1:00am
4:00pm
1:30pm
2:00pm
1:30pm
TBA
1:30pm

L..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..I

leaVing t
COUld be
Berry
ling ce~
transfe
of MisS

Pursue •
field. '
"Barb
ProfessiOi
she has
basketba)
said.

~
What Ben
~qUiCkn(
Illakeu
JaCObs

"Which practice is football?"

( Photo by Rich Bee)
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Water Polo1980 Edition
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The Water Polo team is
getting ready for another
"wet and wild" season this
year. The team will begin
play this year at Elsah,
Illinois, in a controlled
scrimmage with Principia.
UMR water polo is a club
sport, meaning that if the
team were highly competitive they could only go to
the Eastern Championships
and not the NCAA finals. The
team
features
several
returning starters and some
upcoming, good looking
prospects.

est
DATE

uri

uri

Sept. 13
Sept. 1~20
Sept. 26-27
Oct. 3-4
Oct. 10-11
Oct. 1S-19
Oct. 24-25
Nov. 1
Nov. S
Nov. 15-16

ast

Returning starters and
poSitions are:
Steve Adams - QW
Brian Bess - RB
Paul Entwistle - SW
Steve Homoky - SD
David Raskin - OD
Also returning for action :
Greg Fleck and Brad
Racen.
Freshmen Prospects:
Joe Pericich -Mehlville
Jerry Flowers - Mehlville
Ralph Roesler - G- -U Cjty
Transfer from Loyola:"
Bob Chambers.

seven players arranged as
follows:
GOALIE
QUICK
DRIVER
QUICK
WING

RB

STRONG
DRIVER

STRONG
HOLE DRIVER

The sport is fast and
furious much of the time and
fun to watch. The Miner's
schedule this year follows.

Water Polo is played with
1980UMR WATER
POLO SCHEDULE

LOCATION

Principia
Saluki Invitational
SEMO Invitational
UMR Invitational
Ark. Invitational
IND. Invitational
CMSU Invitational
Miss. Valley Invit. +
Mid-Eastern Championship
Eastern Championship

Elsah,ill.
Carbondale, Ill.
Cape,Mo.
Rolla, Mo.
Little Rock, Ark.
Bloomington, In.
Warrensburg, Mo.
Carbondale, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
WestPnt, N.Y.

~d

lPth,
front

suptime

Fo~
;bas
Id a
Ih of

Dms.
COlD'

this

play
this

"MEXICO CITY STYLE"
Closed Mondoy

•

* * * * * * * * *
KEY -==========-

-SPORT snon
Sports Uniforms & Equipment
Official Miner T-Shirts & Jerseys
Fraternity Jerseys House Jerseys
Silk Screen Printing Fast Service
Sport Shoes
(Jogging . Tr':;ining . Basketball . Football . Tennis )

STEAK

"LA POSADA"

2.50

364-1971
Dining Room
Food To Go
Highway 63 S.
JOLLA. MO.

8 Oz. Chuck

STEAK

2.20

Forum Plaza

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

3.07

Includes Baked ,Potato or French Fries & Texas
TO(Jst . Free Ice Cream.

ACALCULATOR. A SYmM.
A WHOLENEW STANDARD.

- The new HP-41C from
Hewlett-Packard is a
powerful p rogrammable
ca lcu lator t ha t features:
an LC D di sp lay wi t h
a lp hanu m er ic capab ili t\·:
63 registers of data
s torage o r u p to 400 lin es
of prog ram memoryexpa nda bl e to 319 regis tcrs
or up to 2,000 program
li nes; up to 6 levels of sub·
ro utin es; 10 condi tiona ls a nd 56 internal
fl ags; s pec ifi c loop
con trol; indi rect addressing; loca l and global
b ra nching; Con ti n uous
Memory; R PN log ic.
And w he n vou need them: Memorv
Modu les-p l-ug-in modules for
.
s tor ing p rograms and data : an "c~tra
smart" Card Readcr' : a Printer that
p r ints upper and lower case alpha
plus s pecial char'acters an d docs hi\!h
resolut ion plot - '
ting : thc Wand to
input progratll~ ttl
bar code form
•
(a\'ailable earh
Free Memory 1980): Applicaiion

Modules - prep rogrammed. plug-in mod ul es
tha t give sol u tions to a
wide ra nge of proble m s.
The HP-4IC le ts you
rcassign any s tandard
lunct ion. any p rogra m s
\'ou've writ ten. or programs provided in t he
Applica ti on Modu les- to
am' kC\'board location
\'O~ wimt And of course
'Hewlett -Packa rd backs
the HP-4 IC wit h total software support in clud ing
an Owner's Manual and
thousands of prog ram s
in the HP-4 1C App lications Pacs, Solutions Books. an d the
HP Users' Libran·.
Experiencc this remarkable ins t rument. T he ncw HP--lIC from Hew le ttPackard . A calcUla tor. A s\,stem. A
w hole nc\\' ~tandard.

a

~

..!

1

J

he

PrLnll'r

Modules $45 Value

Complete Line of Greek
Accessories

Campus Book Store

We've Moved to Serve You Better
Come visit us at our new location
1200 Pine Rolla 364·5495

* *

6 Oz. Ribeye

HEWLETT- PACKARD'S HP-41C.

another area player on the
team."
The final player signed
was Gail Halsey, a 5-foot-S
forward from Versailles,
Mo. She averaged 16.0 points
per game and 9.5 rebounds
each outing.
" Gail had impressive
statistics, and is supposed to
be a good jumper who moves
well without the ball,"
Caruso said.

.• * * * * *

11 a.m.-9 p .m.

Open 7 days

INTRODUCING

Prep standouts sign
Three more prep standouts have announced their
intentions to play for the
University of Missouri-Rolla
women's basketball team
next season.
Coach Annettee Caruso
signing of McCluer High
School's Linda Hill, Salem
High School's Toni Jacobs
and Versailles High School's
Gail Halsey.
The signings bring to six
the number of recruits for
the lady Miners.
Hill, a 6-foot-2 center,
holds 12 school records in
women's basketball. She
averaged 13.S points per
game last year, with S.O
rebounds a contest.
Hill, ironically, was often
pitted against McCluer
North twins Leslie and Lauri
Behm, who will be her
teammates at UMR.
"She impressed me when I
saw her play last year," _
Caruso said of the freshman
center. "With Barb Berry
leaving UMR, her presence
could be very important."
Berry, the Miners' starting center in 197~80, has
transferred to the University
of Missouri-Columbia to
pursue a different major
field.
"Barb left purely for
professional reasons, and
she has no plans to play
basketball at UMC," Caruso
said.
Caruso is hopeful that
what Berry gave the Miners
in quickness, Hill will be able
to make up for with her size.
Jacobs, a 5-foot-9 forward,
averaged 15.5 points per

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Oelicious
MEXICAN FOOD

+ UMR is defending champ.

game and 12 rebounds a
contest for Salem High
School.
" I think she might be a
sleeper," Caruso said. "She
was very impressive when I
saw her earlier this year."
Jacobs impressed the
UMR coach with her turnaround jump shot and
desire.
"I think she has the chance
to make good, and I'm real
pleased that we have

( Photo by Rich Bee)

Miners take the plunge

*

205 W. 12th Rolla

* thru 9 / 19

-
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SEMO picked to win
MIAANEWS
In one of the closest preseason polls ever conducted
by the MlAA, the seven
coaches tabbed Southeast
Missouri State to win the
1980 conference title.
Coach Jim Lohr's team
edged runnerup Northwest
Missouri, the defending
league champion, by one
Team
SEMissouri
NWMissouri
SWMissouri
NEMissouri
Missouri-Rolla
Cent. Missouri
Lincoln U.

point (41-40) and the thirdplace
pick,
Southwest
Missouri, by two points (39).
Southeast is returning 12
starters from last year's
club, including third team
Little All-America defensive
end Mike Gohn.
The Indians collected four
first-place
votes,
and
Positions
2
1
28

6

14
7
0
0
0
0

12
18
6

0
0
0

MIAA coaches believed
Northeast Missouri would
finish fourth this fall,
followed by Missouri-Rolla,
Central Missouri and Lincoln University.
Total Points
7

3

4

5

6

0
10
14
14

4
4
0
4
12
0
0

3
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
11'h
11h

4

0
0

6
6

0
3

0
0
0
0
0
1
5

41
39
30
24
121h
91h

11:30 a.m.-3:30p.m.
3:30p.m.-7:oop.m.
7:00 p.m.-9:oo p.m.

Wednesday Night
Special
6:00-9:30

Singles
Doubles
Sundaes

30~
60~
45~

10:00 a.m.-9:45 p.m.
Student & Faculty
(Nov.3-XmasVac.)

SUNDAY
1:00 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
Student & Faculty
(Aul!. 20 - Nov. 3)

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

ECKANKAR-Wbat is it?

M -Club Meeting

NEW LCD
PROGRAMMABLE·

SCIENTIFIC

The 5813.

Room 121 M.E.

Served

BY,

season ~

wssoun'
teIJ1W I

eXJlIlCtiIll
sUccessh
squad is
terJIIen.

season ~

tougbcb!

Easten

one of
nation,

~

Sept. 6
Sept.
Sept.

Sept.Zi

Oct. 11

Tonight 7:00 p.m.

Refreshments

F

Oct.3

1:oop.m.-7:45p.m.
Student & Faculty
(Nov. 3-XmasVac.)

For more information write: ECKANKAR,
P.O. Box 1644, Rolla, MO 65401.
Or Call Craig at 364-9818

3.

Name the New York Giants starting
quarterback.
Danny Pittman is a rookie wide receiver
for which NFL team?
Dick Butkus is in the NFL Hall of Fame.
What team did he play for?
Name the coach of the Baltimore
Colts.
Where do the Green Bay Packers play
their home games?
Hall of Farner Rogers Hornsby appears on
the all-time home run list as a second
baseman for three different National
League teams. Can you name them?
True or false. Paul Blair played for the
Orioles, Yankees and Reds.
Mike Ferraro is a third base coach for
which A.lo team?
John Fulgham is a pitcher for which N.lo
team?
What sport do you associate Mitch
Kupchak with?
TV COM'ULOQ S'.VIC••• INC.

1:oop.m.-7:45p.m.
Student & Faculty
(Aul!. 20- Nov. 3)

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

As a way of life ECKANKAR provides the
spiritual tools that will enable you to understand and experience your divine self, and the
heavenly worlds of ECK in this lifetime.
With ECK you learn to live in harmony
with life and handle your day to day situations' from a higher viewpoint, with the joy
that comes with Soul.

2.

10.

SATURDAY
Student & Faculty
VarSity Practice
Student & Faculty
(Friday - Faculty only)

1.

9.

POOL HOURS SCHEDULE
(FALL, '80)

•

1'he U
teaJllVi

40

Points awarded on 7-6-543-2-1 basis.

MONDAY - FRIDA\(

~lJllri~ 1.11.

Northwest was .the choice on
two
ballots.
Southwest
received the other vote for
the top soot.

$39. 95

30-step programmable scientific
calc ulator with 15 parentheses and 9
statistical functions. High visibility
8-digit, sc ie ntific notation, 8 mantissal2 expone nt LCD. 7 memories
plus Safe Guard."1 Scientific function s:
trigonometric, in verse trigonometric,
logarithmic. degrees, radians, gradiants
and degrees to decimal. Statistical functions: data, correct data, numbe r of sa mples, Ix, mean, LX',
standard deviation.
Automatic Power-Off.
Vin yl wallet with
scr'atch pad, batteries
and instruction book.

IUD, HUD, LTD,
CIA, NFL, IRA••.
which katul'E would you rather
haVE on your cakulator?

Campus BookStore
205 W. 12th Rolla

Oct.lS
oct.25

Nov.l

Nov.!S
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Harriers optimistic
By JOHN DANIEL
The UMR Cross Country
team will open the 1980
season at the University of
Missouri-St Louis on September 6_ The Miners ·are
expecting to have another
successful year since the
squad is returning six lettermen. However, the 1980
season will present several
tough challenges.
Eastern Illinois, always
one of the top teams in the
nation, will be in Rolla for

the October 11 Miner Invitational.
Westminster
College and Washington
University will also be at the
meet along with MIAA foes
Northeast
Missouri,
Southeast Missouri, Central
Missouri, Lincoln University, and the University of
Missouri-St Louis.
Seniors Glenn Heeter and
Brent Haefner lead the
group of returning lettermen. Heeter gualified for
the 1979 NCAA Division II

national meet; however he is
currently out with an injury,
and Haefner is the UMR
course record holder.
Junior lettermen Danny
Brown and Mark Stucky also
return to the team, along
with sophomore lettermen
Todd Blackford and David
Moore. Pete Lichtenwalner
and Steve Doposki also
return from the 1979 team.
Newcomers include Keven
Stock, Jim Bullard and Dan
Marley.

NFL FOOTBALL
Pitt sburg h St ee le r s QB
Terry Brad shaw will le ad the
defending Super Bowl champions in to action wh en they
me et t heir bitter AFC Cent r al
Division ri va ls, the Houston
Oiler s, in th e featured game
of NBC Sports' opehing wee k
NFL double-h eader. SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER 7 .
CHECK LISTINGS FOR EXACT TIME.

University of Missouri-Rolla
1980 Cross Country Schedule
Sept 6
Sept 13
Sept 20

University of Mo-St Louis
School of the Ozarks
SIU-Edwardsville
Invitational
Westminister College &
Evangel
All Missouri
Miner Invitational (Eastern
IL,
NEMOU,
CMSU,
SEMOU, Lincoln U. UMSL,
Westminster Col., Wash. U)
SMSU Distance Classic
UMR Invitational (UMSL,
Lincoln, Evangel, Central
Methodist,
Southwest
Baptist)
MIAA Conference & NCaa
Regionals
NCAA Division II Nationals

Sept'J:l

Oct 3
Oct H

Oct 18
Oct 25

Nov. 1
Nov. 1S

There
Rolla
There

11 AM
11AM
11 AM

Rolla

11 AM

Columbia
Rolla

SPM
nAM

Springfield
Rolla

HAM
HAM

CapeG.

HAM

Kneosho, WI

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
ABC' s NFL Monday Night
Football' will begin its second
decade on MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 with the Dallas Cowboys and Washington Redskins
kicking off the 1980 schedule
from the nation 's capitol. The
Cowboys-Redskins clash will be
the first of sixteen Monday night
games. Also on tap are four
prime-time football specials on
nights other than Mondaythree on Thursdays , one on
Sunday.
The ABC Sports commentators
·for ' Monday -Night Football' are
Frank Gifford , Howard Cosell ,
Don
Meredith
and
Fran
Tarkenton .

10:30 AM

CHECK LISTINGS FOR EXACT TIME.

UMR MINERS FOOTBALL
Home Gomes September

Sept . 6-Wlli iom Penn
Sept. 2O.Pittsburg, Kon . SIOle

1:30 p .m .
l30p .m .

,;tV
ROLLA BULLOOG'S FOOTBALL
Home Gomes Slort OCT 3

J1 hoop-win a bog of Ines
3 hoops-win a burger
Semor Cilizen _ 1 hoop-WIn
a breoklOSI
6 p _m _- 9 p .m

w.

cot.r to a ll og •• . No
fu nl No muss! Coli us!
34 1-2 180, a sk lor manager .

I

'Gal Ihe dale and now

Mc Dona ld 's b iNhd oy cok.s.
o " a ila bl. for ho m. poNi.s _

~

I

Arch ie (GA No . 110): " Do
you know whal hoppens 10
liars when they d ie? "
Bill (GA No 11 1); 'Yeoh
Ihey lie slill
There are 7 999 drops of
creamy goodness In our
chocolate shakes

(Rollo 5 Clip Joinl )
Dove And how dId you
fInd Ihe rOtor?
George Mason Didn I

kn~;v~ W:~o~~';~I~~a~:d '
sur.
George 'Thought' was
bemg sand pap.red "

~~U~M~R~~P~~~N~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~'---~-=~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~oo+--=~~~~~~

Scrambled eggs _ sausage and hash browns .
hOlcokes and sou sage or Egg McMuHin.a,c Razors packed wllh FREE Sundae coupon 'hot is
valid oller" p,m with the purchase of a sandw ich ,
Olfe r Slorts Sept 2 1980 and eKpir.s opproKimotely
Sept 28 1980 or wh ile supph.s 10Sl .
NO! for dIStribution 10 children under 16 years 01
age ,
1106 S Kingshlghwoy
Rollo . MO

Sarah Pr.sto n: "I gol b ig
hea Ned Ihis morn ing a nd
a bum 11". dollars ,"

So . Outer Rood
SI. Rob erts . MO

go".

UMR MINERS SOCCER

Ann.tI. Caruso: 'Whol did
your husband say oboul
il? "
Sarah: ''Thanks .''

UMR CROSS COUNTRY

Home Gomes Seplemb.r
S.pl. 10· Harr is-S!owe
Sept . 13-Rockhurll
Sepl . lO·Minouri Sou,h.rn
Home Conles15 S.pl~·mb.r
Sept. 13827

UMR INTRAMURALS
Dir.Clor 01 M.n·, Assoclot ion. D.w.y "'lIg 00d
Director of Wom.n's ... .,oclation· ... nn.tt. Ca ruso
Directo r 01 Wo men ', Anoc1ol lon-Soro h Pr.ston

•

i.M.A. OFFICERS
Mo"
Pr.s.· J . Ande fSOn
V. Pres .· D. Brown
S.c .· B, Hoff m an
Tre05 .· J. l osho ber

UMR INTRAMURALS SPORTS SCHEDULE

Tom R.uII (UMR 80nd
Dlr.ctor) v.ry ups.t at the
brief mus ical crillclsm In
th. Rollo Doily N_s : " UMR
String Quart., played
Brahms h.r. loS! . .... n lng .
Brahms 1051 ."

1980·1981 a vaila ble al UM R ... thletic D.pl . ar
McDona ld's

SECRET ARIES CORNER
cords .

Nam.' _ _ _ _ __
Answer _ _ _ ___
Tear au •. lurn In to

e

UMR MEAL PlAN

•

Wo m.n
Pres .·E leCllon s
V. Pres.·Nol
Sec .· Held ... t
Treos .· This Ti m.

Prot. Robert Montgo m.ry :
" But you must adm it that
m.n ho". bett. r iudg.m.nl
'han wom e n ,"

Wo lf howl· w ln a bo g of
fri e s . Ta rz a n y. lI .wln a
burg.r. Coyot e howl·wln a
breakfast ,
6 p. m .·9 p ,m .

0 _ Montgo m.ry : "O h
y.s-yo u morr i~ m. , and I
yo u.

" East , Id • . W.II side . all
a round town ,
E" eryon., a t Mc Dona ld's
nary a frown ."

laug h lor 30 seconds·
win a bo g o f fr ies .
Lough for a mlnu t. ·
w in a burge r
6 p. m .·9 p m .
" llmi! 19 sundaes 10 a

Dale
Aug , 18· John Luntsford
Sept , 6 · Eve Siroumon is
Sep!. 10· Jennl. Fite
Sept. 13-Scoll Smith
Sept 22-Margueflle Kern
Sept 23-TlmMcNull

CREW PERSO N OF THE MO NTH
OEB GADDEY

S-EPTEMBER

Ne K' regula r me.ting 01 the Rollo a rea NSA will be
Sepl . 9 , 1980. Gue" welcome I Call 80rbora 01
3" 1'''172 . Inllollot ion o f new m.mbers & gue • •
speaker . A prolenlonol g roup .v.ryane wit! .njoy
being a pori of .

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
Krl . Curtain
FOR GRADE SCHOOl & JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOO L
' What ;S Ihe way 10 make 0 coal lost?"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

An~wlilr

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FlII 01.11 a nd

fr ies .

--
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We'll show you how.•.free.
Would

YOU

lik e to:

D R a ise yo u r grade ave rage wi th o u t lo ng hours
ove r te xt s .
D En d a ll-ni g ht c ra mmin g sess io n s .
D Breeze thr oug h a ll vour s tud yin g in as littl e as
1/3 th e ti me.
D Have m o re free time to e nj oy yourse lf.
D Read 3 to 10 tim es fas te r , with be tt e r con cen t ra tion, unde rs tanding, and reca ll .
Evelyn Wood 's reading svs te ll,1 mak es it a ll poss ib le.

Evelyn Wood work~ - ove r 1 m illi on peop le,
inc! uding 5t ud e n ts, exec u tiv es , sena tors, and e ve n
pres id e n ts hav e prove n it. A fr ee 1 hou r de mon s t ra tion wi ll s how you how to save hundreds of
h o urs of drudge ry t h is year (as we ll as h o w to
in c rease yo ur s peed imm ediat e ly with so me s impl e
n e w readin g tec hniqu es) .
It o nl y ta kes a n ho ur , a nd it's fr ee . D o n ' t mi ss it.

EvelypWooci AD
will ope n your eyes.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

THREE DA VS ONL V!
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

SEPT. 9

SEPT. 10

SEPT. 11

4:00 P.M. and 7:00 P.M.
ROLLA UNIVERSITY CENTER
MARK TWAIN ROOM

~ EVELYN

WOOD READING DYNAMICS

